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ERIC MYERS 

The Count Basie Orchestra is a good, hardworking American big band, 

playing with immense authority, but it is hardly “the greatest jazz 

orchestra in the world”, as its leader Scotty Barnhart announced. Its two 

one-hour sets on Tuesday night were a mixed blessing. 

The rhythm section, particularly in the more subtle numbers, emulated the 

immortal rhythmic pulse that characterised the Basie orchestra in its great 

days. 
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To the delight of elderly jazz buffs, a program of jazz standards and tunes 

from the Great American Songbook was given over entirely to the swing 

time-feel. 

A loud band, it emphasised flagwavers taken at breakneck speed, such as 

the opener This Could Be the Start of Something Big. Still, in Basie 

classics such as Shiny Stockings and 9.20 Special, where the trumpets used 

harmon or bucket mutes, one could glimpse the lean, relaxed style for 

which Basie was famous. 

The orchestra was full of capable players, given very short solos, but it 

lacked a really outstanding soloist. A possible exception was Barnhart 

himself, who played impressive, crowd-pleasing trumpet solos. 

 

Leader Scotty Barnhart: he played impressive, crowd-pleasing trumpet 

solos… 

There were sound problems too, such as the piano’s lack of presence 

throughout — odd considering the crucial importance of piano fills in 

Basie’s oeuvre. 

Singer Carmen Bradford, hired by Basie in 1982, effortlessly dominated 

the evening. A superior stylist with a beautiful stage presence, she 

converted Ella Fitzgerald’s novelty hit A-Tisket, A-Tasket into a jazz work. 
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In contrast to the muddy microphone used by Barnhart, Bradford’s had 

excellent presence, so one could hear clearly her superb phrasing and her 

feeling for the pulse of the rhythm section. Showing a rare mastery of scat 

singing, the most difficult art in all of jazz, her tribute to Fitzgerald was 

completely authentic. 

 

Singer Carmen Bradford: she brought the house down twice… 

Bradford brought the house down twice: first with a brilliant version of 

Fitzgerald’s Mr Paganini; and again with a heartwarming version of Louis 

Armstrong’s big hit What a Wonderful World, which she and Barnhart 

performed with only the guitar accompaniment of Will Matthews. 

A tribute to the famous Fitzgerald and Armstrong collaborations was less 

successful as the band members called on to take Armstrong’s role were 

only modestly talented singers. 

Still, the orchestra was well able to build to a note of triumph. After its 

final number, predictably the Basie anthem One O’Clock Jump, the 

capacity Canberra audience brought the musicians back for a sumptuous 

version of April in Paris. 

________________________________________________________ 

The orchestra performs tonight at Arts Centre Melbourne. 


